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Dominator? That one looks like a little bit of a conglomerate of new 'muscle' cars. Wait, I think
it's the Bravado Gauntlet. User Info: littlebro I haven't actually seen it though. User Info: Trav
For modern, the Bravado Gauntlet is half-Challenger, half-Camaro. Otherwise, you have the
Ruiner lates, early 90s or the Phoenix lates, earlys. The Vigero first-gen Camaro is still here, too,
I guess. Honestly, I haven't seen it yet. And for the record, any old Camaro is essentially an old
Firebird. The game crosses the two to stay "generic" and not infringe on copyrights. Alright
guys I bought it, but I've got a major problem.. I think they go to your storage garage. It's the
icon on your map that looks like a garage. Franklin's garage will be a green icon, Trevor's and
orange icon, and Michael's is blue. Trav97 posted Probably due to them being sisters But after
seeing this it does solve a minor question I had regarding the ruiner's headlights and front. For
some reason forgot all about the firebird of that gen having lights like that. Awesome, found
them, thanks. More topics from this board General 12 Answers What are the Children of the
Mountain passwords? Side Quest 5 Answers How do you get the stripper in the private dance to
go home with you? Can I even do that? Please I need some help? Side Quest 2 Answers. Ask A
Question. Browse More Questions. Keep me logged in on this device. Forgot your username or
password? User Info: vigorm0rtis vigorm0rtis 7 years ago 2 UltimatesTruth posted User Info:
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How do I solve Weed Stash? The split grille is based on the Plymouth Barracuda , while the
bulged hood design may take inspirations from the present Dodge Challenger Shaker and
Chevrolet Camaro ZL1. The plastic rear panel with the Bravado badging, and the bulged tail
lights design are the same as the ones on the present Challenger. The shape of the tail lights is
based on the 5th Gen Chevrolet Camaro , which is inherited from the original counterpart, while
the inner signals and reverse lights may take inspirations from the 6th Gen Camaro. The rear
bumper and diffuser seem to be derived from the 6th Gen Ford Mustang. The Gauntlet Hellfire
features a large intake on the center and two smaller ones on the edges, along with a flat,
plastic splitter below. The upper area is predominated by the split rectangle grille, together with
two circular headlamps located in chrome housings. On the sides, bulky arches surround the
wheels, while the bottom of the body is finished in plastic. The greenhouse area features plastic
trim around the windows and two black lines separating the roof panel from the rest of the cabin
frames. Two rear-view mirrors can be seen on either front pillar, supported by black frames. The
rear of the car inherits the general shape and layout from the original Gauntlet but features a
concave plastic rear panel that is separated, together with chrome "BRAVADO" letters
embossed on the center, with tail lights that have a more modern appearance. Again, the bottom
of the rear bumper is finished in plastic, with the portion between the exhaust moulds colored
and the license plate just above it. A ducktail spoiler is present as standard. The car's interior is
almost completely reused from the Specter , being a modern, paintable interior named "Muscle
White". It features slightly different door card textures, but is otherwise the same as the
Specter's interior. The primary color of the car is applied on the body and the engine cam
covers, while the secondary color is applied to the roof, pillars, rear-view mirrors, rear portion
between the exhausts, and the interior stitching. A trim color is also available for the interior
dashboard, door panels, and seats. The stock wheels share the same rim design as the "Five
Star" rims also available at Los Santos Customs but smaller, and also having a permanent red
line around it, similar to that of the Hotring Sabre. The Guantlet Hellfire's performance is
opposite to the Dominator GTX , a similarly priced and same generation muscle car that has
decent handling but poor speed and acceleration. The Hellfire is on the top pace for the muscle
class, with an extremely high top speed and excellent acceleration, making it great for speeding
in a straight line. Handling is average at lower speeds, but the vehicle is prone to sliding and
even spinning out in turns, and easily lose control when hit during higher speeds. It also does
not have a very good turning radius, yet this can be mitigated by a skilled driver. Braking is the
same as the Gauntlet Classic. The Gauntlet Hellfire has one the eleventh Advanced Flag
enabled. The vehicle is powered by a single-cam V8 engine coupled to a 5-speed gearbox in a
front-engine, rear-wheel-drive layout. It shares the same engine sound as the Tampa and
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quarter of a mile apart on a flat surface in a straight line? These are the questions Bravado
asked themselves, and the Hellfire was the answer. Give it what it needs, and this thing will
immolate just about everything else on four wheels. Turn that funny-looking wheel in the middle
of the dash even a little bit, and you're as good as dead. Dashboard View. Alternative badge
used in an advert, which is derived from the Gauntlet Classic. Lucky Wheel advertisement.
Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Cannot be
observed. Vehicles in. Related topics. Sports Classics. Open Wheel. Beta Vehicles. The Vigero
is a muscle car which inherits the general design and role previously filled by the Sabre in the
3D Universe as the GTA IV Sabre is redesigned into a more modern sports coupe. The Vigero
essentially resembles a Chevrolet Camaro , with the rear and front fascia taking cues from the
1st Gen Pontiac Firebird and Mk. It resembles the Camaro in the front bumper, cowls induction
hoods, wheel wells, and boxy rear, but it replaces the heavily creased lines with softer ones and
a less pointed grille. Interestingly, it also features front fender mirrors, a design mostly found on
Japanese cars in the s and s. The "Vigero by Declasse" badge is featured on the grille and rear
portion, references the "Camaro by Chevrolet" badge in real life. The Vigero may also appear in
a " beater " form, in which it has a ratty, ripped up interior, missing or broken windows, rotted
weatherstripping and trim sealed with duct tape, faded or rusting exterior, differently colored
quarter panels, missing or dented quarter panels and dented doors, rusted bumpers that may
sometimes be dangling by one connector and an engine that backfires. The front right and rear
left wheels may also wobble and shake while driving due to loose lugnuts, bent rims, or other
worn parts. The exhaust fumes are black, indicating that the car burns oil due to bad seals and
gaskets. The beater Vigero also has only two functioning headlights which sometimes sag out
of their fittings , the other two are broken or completely missing. The beater variants also
feature interior designs copied from that of the Dukes due to the Imponte inscriptions on the
seats , as opposed to the regular Vigero's own design. All Vigeros, including the beater
versions, come with anti-theft alarms, but the beater alarms sound heavily worn and out of tune.
The beater Vigero also features a unique, distorted horn not found on other beater vehicles.
Unlike the other two beaters in the game The Sabre and Emperor , the Vigero will never spawn
with a license plate. Like most muscle cars, the Vigero's engine is very powerful. Unfortunately,
the Vigero's small tires and heavy metal body hinder the launch and handling of the car.
However, the Vigero stays much flatter through the corners than the Sabre GT and Dukes , due
to its smaller size, and is less prone to fishtailing than the Sabre GT. Like other beaters in the
game, the rusty variant of the Vigero suffers from degraded performance. Acceleration is poor,
reaching 60 mph in a very slow manner. The top speed, however, remains the same as the
standard variant. Despite the apparent differences, the normal Vigero appears to be rigid on
steering under braking pressure, while the rusty variant is much smoother, allowing for better
cornerings. It can now accelerate much quicker, at the cost of a decreased top speed. This wiki.
This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Do you like this video? Not to be
confused with the Virgo. It's almost required. You've stepped into a new phase in your life.
You're not afraid to face danger. It's the s all over again, and that cheerleader is drunk in your
front seat. Dashboard View. A customized Vigero owned by Tico. Rear Quarter view. Moderately
damaged. Rear quarter view. Static Planes Ogham. Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki.
FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Cannot be observed. Vehicles in. Related topics. Sports
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Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your
money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller
information edjr Contact seller. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign
in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full.
This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Item location:.
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details. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes,
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Shipping. But there just seems to be something missing whenever you look at the car roster
that the game has to offer. There are some fantastic cars in the game, no doubt about it. Grab
This Mod. This fantastic mod adds plenty of new wheels to the game, mainly using the assets of
the Forza Horizon games. It introduces plenty of new rims as well as aesthetical modifications
to some of the vanilla wheels in GTA. The mod also introduces custom tires and even real-life
brands to the game, which fits in perfectly with basically everything else listed below. As its
name suggests, the Porsche Gauges mod simply changes the way gauges look in the game to
make them look like they belong on a sports car. This is a fantastic mod if you want to get some
fancy sportsy whips in your game. Honda has some beautiful sports cars on the market. You
can take this baby to any garage that you want and have it recolored to your taste. And those of
you who like to play in first person will also be able to enjoy the interior of the car, which is also
custom made and dope as hell. The Ghibli S with custom interior shows the manual
transmission stick, and truly makes you feel like a millionaire while you drive. The windows of
the car are fully breakable, though. The interior is fully customized and I absolutely love the way
the engine looks. And I have to say, it does seem like the type of car that Franklin would love to
drive. All of the car doors including the trunk work just like they do in the real-life model, which
makes the immersion of the Veneno far greater than what you get in other cars. The reflections
of the car are truly realistic as well. The maker of the mod has made sure to fully map the
interior or this Mustang and make it look as close to reality as possible. Many similar colors
have been used to create the most natural feeling for the car from all angles. And the ride itself
feels much like any other car in GTA. This bad boy allows you to install plenty of car parts on it
as well â€” including some that are often seen in traditional cars such as hydraulics and even
audio systems. It resembles some of the vanilla sports cars, but this one just looks fantastic.
The interior is identical to the one of the real car and you can see the Ferrari logo in the center
of the steering wheel. The creator of the mod did a lot of work with the retextures, though. And it
shows in the way the car looks â€” both on the inside as well as the outside. This fantastic car
mod is fully customizable and comes with a 3D engine which breathes life into this classic ride.
The different paint jobs that you can do also make it quite interesting to customize, including
one of the pre-designed paint jobs which gives off a wooden feeling like no other car in the
game. The G65 allows you to have an in-depth experience thanks to the realism of the collisions
of its parts, and the way the car interacts with mud very well mapped. It might not be the car to
take you from 0 to mph in 10 seconds. These SUVs are fantastic, and people from all over the
world who can afford them seem to be getting them now more than ever. As such, adding it to
GTA V seems like a no-brainer. And this mod practically requires no brains to get it installed,
too! This mod adds the Range Rover Evoque to the game with a fully custom interior, and fully
HD interactions between the glass windows and the lighting outside. The vehicle is textured
using HQ images which makes it look insanely realistic in every part of the game. The creator of
the mod has made sure to make the Nissan fully capable to be tuned, as well as compatible with
first-person driving thanks to the details on the wheel and the inside of the car. This fantastic
model is made to have some of the most realistic collisions that any car of this list is able to
present. Sure, Koenigsegg might not be as popular as Ferrari or Porsche. But this luxury sports
car is by far one of the most beautiful designs that made their way to GTA with modding, of
course. You can see this in how you drive with your hands on the wheel, and everything seems

to be well-made to scale. Scale is often the most difficult part of modding any car for a game, so
the creator of this mod hit the nail on its head with this one. A Porsche with dirt effects,
breakable glass, a high-quality model, and a custom interior that allows you to play in first
person? The scale of the car is perfect, and the mod has been updated to work with the latest
GTA patch too! Being the highest-rated classic model in my list, the Dodge Challenger meets
expectations with a fantastic car design. Some modders really take a step beyond to make sure
that their creations are superior to the rest. The car is completely destroyable for those of you
that need that car damage to feel realistic in GTA. And the model of the car itself is of a fantastic
quality. Being one of those cars that everyone seems to have wanted at some point in their
lives, the Mustang GT comes to GTA and you can try out how it feels to drive it in the virtual
world Rockstar has created for us. This is another one of those cars with a fantastic interior too,
so first-person players rejoice! Probably not as aerodynamic as the rest of the cars listed here,
the BMW i8 brings something unique and modern to the table. Another one of the Aventador
models makes far up in this list, this time with the version of the car. The rear window of the car
can be lifted and the vehicle itself is fully tunable, as the modders have made sure to add many
custom parts in the game to be compatible with the Aventador. I also love the details of this car,
too. It comes with an interior like the ones you see in modern racing games, which does make
everything feel right in place if you like to do your GTA first person style. It allows you to put
carbon and chrome textures on it, and the engine of the vehicle is fantastically detailed to boot.
This fantastic adaptation of the classic Ferrari look fits right into the game, and does a much
better job at fulfilling the needs of many players who just want a clear sports car feeling. The
flaps on this ride are fully functional, the car is fantastically well mapped, and the details that it
has make the immersion great. In fact, to many players the brands of the GTA universe are part
of what makes the experience such a unique one. But the variety of models still leaves a lot to
be desired â€” even with the many vehicles that come in the vanilla game. Hence this fantastic
add-on to GTA 5. It adds dozens of new cars to the game while keeping in line with the story
too. This provides some much-needed variety that is sure to make even the oldest veteran GTA
player feel like the game is brand new again. Imagine that a shipping container with the best
GTA IV rides came to San Andreas and the cars from the previous game started being sold
around the city. Now this mod was in development for over three years, and the quality
definitely shows in the final product. Realistic Driving is a rework of every single part of the
driving mechanics in the game. It makes cars move far better, handling is easier, and every car
also feels unique. The creator of the mod really made sure to spend time developing driving
mechanics for each car individually. Born in the first half of the 90s, video games have been a
part of my life ever since I was introduced to Age of Empires I by my dad. I'm a Mass
Communications graduate with a specialization in Marketing, as well as a hardcore gamer. My
aim is to bring you quality content so you can get the best out of your games and take your
experience to the next level! If you buy something we may get a small commission at no extra
cost to you. Learn more. Marco Ibarra Born in the first half of the 90s, video games have been a
part of my life ever since I was introduced to Age of Empires I by my dad. Stay Connected.
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